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DISCLAIMER

This report was prepared as an account of work sponsored by an agency

of the United States government. Neither the United States Government

nor any agency thereof, nor any of their employees, makes any warranty,

express or implied, or assumes any legal liability or responsibility for

the accuracy, completeness, or usefulness of any information, appara-

tus, product, or process disclosed, or represents that its use would not

infringe privately owned rights. Reference herein to any speci�c com-

mercial product, process, or service by trade name, trademark, manufac-

turer, or otherwise, does not necessarily constitute or imply its endorse-

ment, recommendation, or favoring by the United States Government or

any agency thereof. The views and opinions of authors expressed herein

do not necessarily state or reect those of the United States Government

or any agency thereof.
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1 Test Objective

The goal of this test is to collect the cross correlation and HOS signatures from four detectors,

arranged in a tetrahedron about di�erent plutonium objects during the ORNL/VNIIEF collab-

orative measurements in Sarov, Russia. The four detectors will be arranged in a tetrahedron as

shown in Figure 1. (The plutonium object is not shown for clarity but would be in the center of

the tetrahedron.) The following constraints about the detector geometry should be adhered to
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Figure 1: Top View of 4 Detectors in a Tetrahedron

if possible.

� the base of the tetrahedron (detectors #1, #2, and #3) should have 3 identical detectors

(preferably 4 in. x 4 in., plastic scintillators) placed in an equilateral triangle,

� the length of one side of the base should 60 cm (R12 = R23 = R13 = 60 cm)

� the ideal height of the fourth detector above the base is
p
2=3 of the side of the equilateral

triangle (height =
p
2=3 (60 cm) = 49 cm), and �nally,

� anymismatched detector should be placed at the apex of the tetrahedron (i.e. top position).

The collected signatures will be processed later. In order to perform the post processing,

the peak eÆciencies and neutron thresholds for each detector must be obtained by performing a

standard Time-of-Flightmeasurement. Secondly, the response matrix data must be benchmarked
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for each detector/object con�guration. This benchmark is determined by collecting the NMIS

signatures in active mode for a californium source at two di�erent points inside the tetrahedral

volume of detectors.

2 Test Matrix

The test matrix shown in Table 1 summarizes the series of measurements that need to be

performed, assuming that the four detectors are arranged in a regular tetrahedron with sides of

60 cm. Runs 2 and 3 need only be performed once per geometrical con�guration. Run 1 should

only be performed once per day or if detector drift is suspected.

Table 1: Test Matrix for Regular Tetrahedron, side = 60 cm

Run Con�guration Mode Blocks Parameters to Record

1 Time-of-Flight Active, HOS 10� 108 peak e�., thresholds

2 Point Source #1 Active, HOS 200� 108 voxel location

3 Point Source #2 Active, HOS 200� 108 voxel location

4 Pu Shell #1 a Passive, HOS 1000� 108 detector geometry

5 Pu Shell #2 b Passive, HOS 1000� 108 detector geometry

aRi = 1:0;Ro = 4:02 cm, see Preliminary Draft, Typical Measurements Sequence for Joint ORNL-VNIIEF

Collaboration
bRi = 5:35;Ro = 6:00 cm, see Preliminary Draft,Typical Measurements Sequence for Joint ORNL-VNIIEF

Collaboration

The objects in Runs 4 & 5 were selected because they exhibit the largest relative di�erence

in size yet have nearly identical masses.

2.1 Time-of-Flight

The setup for the time-of-ight run is shown in Figure 2. This is the standard setup and all

detector eÆciencies should be within 2 % of each other. If this con�guration is not convenient,

then place the source at Voxel Location (1,1,1) and use the setup as described in Section 2.2.
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detector 1
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detector 3

detector 4

40 in.
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Figure 2: Time-of-Flight Setup

2.2 Point Source Calibrations (Runs 2-3)

Place the 252Cf source at the two voxel locations whose coordinates are given in Table 2 and

collect the NMIS signatures using active mode. All X, Y, and Z coordinates are referenced to

the center of the front face of detector #1 (X=0,Y=0,Z=0). Detectors #1 through #3 lie in the

X-Y plane and Detector #4 is located above the X-Y plane, in the positive Z-direction as shown

in Figure 3.

#1 #2

#3

#4

X−axis

Y−axis

Z−axis (out of page)

Figure 3: X-Y-Z Coordinate System

The parameters R1, R2, R3, and R4 indicate the distances from the voxel to the center of
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the front face of their respective detector. (R1 is the distance from the voxel to Detector #1.)

Table 2: Voxel Coordinates

Voxel Location X Y Z R1 R2 R3 R4

(i,j,k) (cm) (cm) (cm) (cm) (cm) (cm) (cm)

(1,1,1) 30.0 17.3 12.3 36.7 36.7 36.7 36.7

(0,1,0) 7.5 13.0 0.0 15.0 54.1 45.0 54.1

For Voxel (1,1,1), the source is positioned in the geometric center of the tetrahedral con�g-

uration of detectors such that the radial distance from the source to each detector is equal as

shown in Figure 4. Note that the LOS (line-of-sight) vectors shown in the drawing run from the

center of the source to the center of the front faces of each detector. Detector 4 is above the

detector 2detector 1

detector 3

60 cm

36.7 cm (LOS)

36.7 cm
 (L

OS)
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60 cm

60 cm

Cf−252 source, 12.3 cm above plane

Figure 4: Top view of 252Cf Source and Detectors, (Det #4 not shown)

source and is not shown for clarity.

Figure 5 shows a side view of this source/detector con�guration. Note that the source height

is 1/4 of the height of the tetrahedron. Record all the detector-to-detector ranges and the

source-to-detector ranges.
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Figure 5: Side view of 252Cf Source and Detectors

For Voxel (0,1,0) the source is placed in the interior of the tetrahedron at the coordinates

indicated in Table 2. (Note that since Z=0, the source is in the same plane as the base of the

tetrahedron.) Record all the detector-to-detector ranges and the source-to-detector ranges.

2.3 Plutonium Shells (Runs 4 & 5)

Both of these tests use the recommended detector con�guration - a tetrahedron with all sides

equal to 60 cm. The plutonium object is placed in the geometric center of the tetrahedron as

shown in Figures 6 and 7. After placing the object inside the tetrahedron, record the detector-

to-detector ranges and the object-to-detector ranges. In passive mode, collect cross correlations

for the number of blocks indicated in the test matrix.
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Figure 6: Top view of Pu Shell Inside Tetrahedron of Detectors
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Figure 7: Side view of Pu Shell Inside Tetrahedron of Detectors
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3 Appendix

3.1 Geometry of Equilateral Triangle

The geometric center of an equilateral triangle can be graphically determined by drawing vectors

from each vertex to the middle of the opposite side. The intersection will be the geometric center.

Alternativley, the geometric center can be computed by using Equation 1 to compute the height,

of the equilateral triangle.

h =

p
3

2
side (1)

Then, the X and Y coordinates are computed using Equations 2 and 3. Again, the origin is the

center of the front face of Detector #1.

X =
side

2
(2)

Y =
h

3
=

side

2
p
3

(3)

Using these equations and Figure 8, for an equilateral triangle of 60 cm, the height is 52 cm, X

= 30 cm, and Y = 17.3 cm.
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Figure 8: Center (pt C) of an Equilateral Triangle
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3.2 Geometry of Tetrahedrons

For a regular tetrahedron, i.e., all sides of the tetrahedron are equal, the height of the tetrahedron

can be found using Equation 4.

height = side �
r
2

3
(4)

The height of the geometric center of any tetrahedron (measured from it's base) can be computed

using Equation 5.

center =
height

4
(5)

It is NOT height=2; that is the vertical center. The radial distance or the length of the line-of-

sight vector from the geometric center to each vertex can be computed using Equation 6.

LOS =
side

2

r
3

2
(6)

The X, Y, and Z coordinates of the voxels (1,1,1) and (0,1,0) and their ranges to the four

detectors can be computed for di�erent size tetrahedrons by simply scaling the coordinates of a

regular tetrahedron with a 1 cm side. For example, for a tetrahedron with a side of 60 cm, the

Table 3: Voxel Coordinates for a Tetrahedron, Side = 1 cm

Voxel X Y Z R1 R2 R3 R4

(i,j,k) (cm) (cm) (cm) (cm) (cm) (cm) (cm)

(1,1,1) .50000 .28868 .20412 .61237 .61237 .61237 .61237

(0,1,0) .12500 .21651 .00000 .25000 .90139 .75000 .90139

ranges from Voxel (1,1,1) to each detector can be computed as follows: R1 = R2 = R3 = R4 =

:612 cm� 60 = 36:7 cm.
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3.3 Spontaneous Fission Data

Table 4: Spontaneous Fission Data

Isotope Spontaneous Spontaneous Induced Thermal

Fission Speci�c Activity Fission Multiplicity Fission Multiplicity

(n/s-g) � �

239Pu 2:18� 10�2 2:16 2:88

240Pu 1:02� 103 2:16 2:8

252Cf 2:34� 1012 3:757 4:06


